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ABSTRACT 

The principle of the process of lsotoplc separation by ionic 

cyclotron resonance Is reviewed succlntly. Afterwards, the main parts of 

the deaonstratlon device which Is in operation at the CE A, are described 

here: the superconducting aagnetlc field, the used diagnostics, the princi

ple of the source and the collecting apparatus. 

The theoretical calculations presented here included a multi-fluid 

flow model of the plasma source ionic components and the theoretical calcu

lation of the isotoplc effect. This effect is given as functions of the 

electric and magnetic fields in the frame of single particle approximation 

and of plasma collective theory. Some experimental results for chromium are 

compared to the computations. 

The application of the process to pondéral separation of metal 

isotopes, as Chromium, Nickel, Molybdenum... is discussed in view of produc

tion of medical, structural and irradiation isotopes. 

1 - INTBODOCTION 

The isotope separation process by Ionic cyclotron resonance (R.C.I) 

has been discovered during the second world war by Richardson [1] in the 

frame of the Manhattan Project. Though it is rather old, technological and 

scientific deficiencies did not allow to develop this process to a 

preindustrial size. 

Only, In 1971, a new concept of collecting in volume due to 

J. Peyraud appeared In France. The technological improvements in super-

* CEN/Saclay, DPC/ST8 - BP. 121, 91191 GIF SUR YVETTE CEDEX, FRANCE 
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conducting magnets and microwaves gave a new impulsion for developing this 

method. At that time, the production of an intense stable plasma of refrac

tory metals has to be supplied and this point remains probably the key of 

the process. 

Thus, our division was sent in charge of the proof of the feasabi-

llty of the resonance process in the frame of the French Advanced Isotope 

Separation Program (R.C.I., Laser Vapor Process, Molecular Laser Process). 

Meanwhile, the D.O.E funded T.R.W [2] to do a great effort on the process in 

U.S.A.. 

2 - PRINCIPLE 

The first basic idea is to work on a plasma which is electrically 

neutral, avoids space charge limitations as in calutrons and increases the 

flow rate. The second basic idea is to treat the plasma in volume with 

special devices of excitation and collection instead of working on a small 

cylindrical ion beam like Richardson [1]. 

2.1 - Single particle description 

The plasma is confined in a strong uniform magnetic field B. The 

ions of mass m± and charge q»Ze moves along an helix whose radius is called 

the Larmor radius 

_ _ vii 
Li u>cl 

(1) 

where v ^ denotes the component of the velocity normal to the magnetic f ield 

and 

a) , - ISl (2) 

cl mi 

the cyclotronlc pulsation. The subscript i describes the Isotope. 

An oscillating electric field of modulus E, matched to the cyclo

tron frequency 



-*~B static uniform magnetic field 

E » Oscillating electric field at U)ci 

Non resonant ion(m2) 
Resonant ion (m,] 

u> 

6y ration radius of resonant ion : rL = 
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Frequency fc i^—pjwi th uci =%p 
Dc 
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Am 

FIG 1 IONS TRAJECTORIES 
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£cl - HT ( 3> 

of the Isotope i, yields energy in phase to the concerned isotope. In a 

single particle description» the gyration radius of the resonant Isotope 

increases as: 

rLi - ! fc < 4 ) 

where t is the transit time. 

On the contrary, the non resonant ion is submitted to a beating 

phenomenon as its pulsation is slightly different and its phase is varying 

along its trajectory (Fig. 1). 

The gyration radius of the non resonant ion becomes again nearly 

equal to its initial value at locations Lj called nodes such as 

where Au> * a>„ - w, « _ <* 1 is the difference of pulsation between the 
c 2 l at 2 

two isotopes and V | Q is the component of the initial velocity parallel to 

the magnetic field. 

Thus, the resonant specie which has won perpendicular energy, 

increases its Larmor radius and can be collected on parallel plates, called 

"rich collector", such as their spacing is of the order of the Larmor 

radius. The "tail" plate closes the column and collects the waste. The 

separation factor is Increased by using a repelling potential on the rich 

collector. 

2.2 - First approximation to the séparation factor 

The separation factors are defined here for a binary mixture 

without loss of generality as: 

o - !_L2!P , p - Lz»» (6) 
N1 Ni 
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where H l t N p, Ny are respectively the Initial, collected "rich" and rwaste" 
•olar fraction of isotope 1 (subscript 1 is set for the resona"-. isotope, 
subscript 2 for the non resonant one). 

First, our simplified model assume that: 
- all particles have the-same velocity 
- each ion which hits the plate is collected 
- there is no pollution on the collector 
- the potential of the plates is equal to the plasma potential (no 

energy selection) 
- the plasma is homogeneous 

Col lected 
ion 

Rich plate 

Fig. 2 - Scheme of the collection 

If the heating is strong enough d ~ e < r , all the resonant ions 
Z l»l 

are collected (Fig. 2), so that : 

8 - 0 , a Zr L2 + « 
(7) 

If ill > r , then: 

a • , p * 2r L 2 + c 
d - 2r L 1 - c 
d - 2r L 2 - e 

(8) 

When t-*Q, one can obtain the maximum value of the separation factor 
without energy selection. Then, to get a more realistic value, these 
expressions have to be integrated over the phase *, the position (r,9) and 
the initial velocities of the ions v i A , v i t which are assumed to follow a 
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Kaxwellian distribution : 2 , t t 
v t i < vtr vuo> 2 

f(v,.,v ) - n i U-!i_) U-£-) e""1 2 W i l e"'1 2 k Tii (9) li 11 x 2ik.1i JL 2idcT1( 

«here T11 and T^| are respectively the perpendicular and parallel teaperatu
res and k is the Boltzaann constant. 

Thus, this value of the separation factor Is called the geoaetrlc 
separation factor, In the sense that It depends only on the geoaetry of the 
collector but not on Its potential, as no repelling potential Is applied. 

With the help of equations (2), (4), (S) and (7), It Is obvious 
that: 

a) The length of the apparatus increases when the relative aass 
difference — decreases. 

a 
b) Using (A), it is theoretically interesting to increase the 

resonant Laraor radius, i.e. increase the electric field E and decrease the 
aagnetic field B. But due to (5), the length of the device grows quickly. 
Furthermore, collective effects such as Coulomb collisions and improvement 
of the confinement prescribe a magnetic field of at least 1 Tesla. 

c) The highest is the parallel velocity, the highest is the flow 

rate but the longest is the device. 
At this point, the length snd intensity of the magnetic field give 

the resolution of the apparatus. The value of the separation factor depends 
also greatly on the ionic temperature and can be very high, 30 for example. 
For our apparatus Tj - 2 eV, L - 2 a, and a plasma of chromium AM • 2, 
M - 52, the value is about 4.8 for B - 0.9 T, and 7.2 for B « 1.5 T. 

Of course, adding a repelling potential will Increase significantly 
the separation factor but will reduced the flow rate of the product. 

2.3 - Collective effects mad limitations of the process 
Most of the limitations of the process come from collective effects 

which arise In plssaas. Thus the main conditions for obtaining the 

http://2ik.1i
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cyclotronlc Ionic resonance are Hated below: 
a) The homogeneity of the magnetic field must be better than the 

relative mass difference. 

** «« *! (10) 
B m 
b) The frequency of the electric field has to be fixed to the 

correct value (no harmonics). 
£?« *£ (11) 
c) Coulomb collisions have to be neglected. Their frequency v.. 

reads 
v u - 4.78 10" 8 n± Z 4 (in A) ( T ^ " 3 / 2 H" 1' 2 (12) 
(a" 1) (cm - 3 ) (eV) 

where In A Is the Coulomb logarithm. The probability v A 1 t of col l is ion must 

be smaller than 1 so that: 

n m M B (Gauss) 
n, 1 0.32 1 0 U -§7* -± - - (13) 

This condition Is relaxed as soon' as the resonant particles are heated : 

T ^ r e 9 Increases* This la the well known "runaway" phenomena. 
d) Collisions can be avoided mainly by reducing the residual 

neutrals, i.e. by Increasing the efficiency of the plasma source. 
e) The level of low frequency Instabilities in the plasma haa to be 

low so that the superimposed electric field la not perturbed. A detailed 
atudy on the Influence of Instabilities on the heating in RCI process haa 
been derived in [3]. 

f) The ionic wave which propagates in the plasma at the cyclotronlc 
frequency with a parallel wave number k ( la submitted to Doppler broadening 
leading to the condition: 

k v/E^<u» , <"> 
I mt cl 

Of course, Doppler shifting ex i s t s , but la not worrying 

w c i * w c i " k l v i l o (15) 
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g) Electronic Landau damping can be observed. The cyclotronic wave 

loses its energy with the tail of the electronic distribution function. As 

a consequence the electronic temperature and the noise of the plasma increa

se. The Landau damping must be avoided by checking the condition: 

w < < k l vthe < 1 6> 
where v t n e is the thermal velocity of electrons. 

h) Multlcharged ions, which are not resonant, lower the separation 

coefficient. So, the electronic temperature must be low (1 to 3 eV) to 

reduce the production of multlcharged ions. 

3 - EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE 

A separator Is composed of four main elements: the superconducting 

magnet, the plasma source, the excitation zone and the collector (Fig. 3). 

3.1 - The superconducting field 

The magnetic field of classical conception is produced by a super-

conducting magnet built at the CEA. The magnetic field up to 3 Teslas has a 

r.wo meters homogeneity at better than 0.5 X. The internal bore diameter is 

30 cm. This magnet is composed of four parts : a superlnsulant, one exter

nal screen cooled with liquid Nitrogen and two inner screens cooled with 

liquid Helium. The most original point in its conception comes from the 

2 x 4 radial diagnostics ports (Fig. 4) which are located at each extremity 

of the homogeneous zone of separation. The liquid Helium consumption is 

4 1/h, due mainly to these ports. Note that these ports induce a local lack 

of 0.2 Tesla. for the magnetic field which has to be filled with compensative 

colls. The elementary wire is composed of 68 u Nb-Ti wires embedded 

•nd twisted in copper (5 : 1) so that the wire is rectangular (2.2 x 1.5 mm) 

end insulated with kapton. The winding is done on eleven layers. The current 

1* 500 A and the magnetic energy stored is » .4 MJ at the maximum of the 

•agnatic field. 
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3.2 - The pi*—a «ource 

It remains probably the key of the process due to the sum of requi

rements that It must afford: create a stf'ile plasma with low electronic and 

Ionic temperatures, with a good energetic efficiency and a great flow rate, 

without multicharged species. Furthermore, the plasma source must be relia

ble and flexible. To fulfil these conflicting conditions, our choice drop

ped on a sputtering microwave source at the electron cyclotron frequency. 

A plate of the element to be separated is biaised negatively from 

some hundred volts to some kilo volts. A part of the ions of the plasma Is 

accelerated in the sheath, strikes the plate and sputters off mainly neutral 

metallic atoms (0.5 to 2 per incident ion). These neutral atoms are then 

ionized by the electrons of the plasma, which are heated by microwaves at 

the electron cyclotron frequency. 

The microwaves are Introduced In the device through a window and a 

microwave horn; they generate an ordinary electronic wave which can propa

gate only in the plasma (cut-off phenomena) if the electronic plasma pulsa

tion is smaller than the electronic cyclotron frequency (see STIX [4]): 

n e 2 * M . (L* ) - (|) - (I) . (17) pe Km T ce microwave v w ' 

For example if « h l c r o w a v e • 10 GHz, then ( n e ) M a x * 1.2 1 0 + l 2 cm" 3. 

The necessary microwave power in the source is about 500 W per 

ampere of ionic current created. The plasma Is lighted up with the help of 

a rare gas (argon, krypton...). The gas which acts as a coolant for the 

plasma, can be removed If the size of the source is sufficient. 

3.3 - The antenna 

The oscillating electric field at a frequency of about 200 kHz 

(hectomstrlc wavelengths) must be induced in the plasma by external means. 
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The first attempt, already done by Richardson was to use two plates which 

act like a capacitor. This capacitive drive failed (cf I 4.2). 

Thus, it is necessary to use another drive: an inductive one. In 

this type of drive the electric oscillating field is created by an oscilla

ting current. The design of the antenna and the vacuum vessel fixes the 

parallel wave number so that it is possible to reduce Doppler broadening, 

to optimize the coupling to the plasma and to enhance the separation factor. 

3.4 - The collector 

The collector is composed of two parts: 

- the "rich" collector, which is composed of parallel plates and 

repells the non resonant species 

- the "waste" collector, which helps to determine potentials in the 

column. 

3.5 - The diagnostics 

This research and feasibility demonstration device is equlped with 

various diagnostics like every plasma physics experiments. Two major types 

of diagnostics are implemented: 

- probes which perturbe the plasma and are difficult to protect 

against metallisation. Electrical and magnetic measurements are 

done with them 

- optical or microwave diagnostics, which have the ad .age of not 

perturbing the plasma but are more difficult to interpret. 

The table 1 - sums up the major diagnostics. 
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TABLE 1 - Main diagnostic* usad on tha superconducting experiaent. 

j Langaulr probes 1 Electronic teaperature and density, | 

j | «ava analysis 1 

| Electrostatic analyaer ,1 Heating aeaaureaenta 1 

j Mass spectroaster probes 1 Speclea and aultlcharged lona | 

| Microwave interferoaater | Electronic density 1 

| Eaiaaion spectroscopy | plesaa control I 

I Fabry-Perot interferoaeter | Ionic and neutral velocltiee | 

1 I Ionic and neutral teaperatures I 

| Weights | Mass flow rate 1 

I Mass apectroaeter analysis | Separation factor 1 

4 - THEORY (COLLECTIVE EFFECTS) 

Two collective effacta will be atudled hare: the aourca and tha 

excitation of tha cyclotronlc wave. 

4.1 - Multlflnld source aodel 

The deacrlption of our plaaaa aourca la a auitlfluld-one [5). The 

equatione ara darivad froa tha fir at aoaenta of tha Bol tzaann equation for 

tha electrons, the iona and tha neutrel atoae» In this aultifluld model, 

each specie is assumed in tharaodynaalc equlllbrlua. Our aodel la not a 

self-consistent one, in the senae that the electronic wave which depoalta 

tha energy P into the plaaaa la not aodelled through Maxwell equations* 

Thua, this aodel will glva only tha characteristics of tha plaaaa which la 

created but will not glva tha power efficiency of our aourca. 

Soaa nor* aaauaptlone [5J are needed for sake of amplification: 
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. The aise of the source is great enough so that a saall percentage 

of neutrals can leavethe aagnetized coluan. This, added to the stcong aniso-

tropy induced by the aagnetic field, justifies the assuaption of 1-D flow. 

. The pissas is neutral, n i - o^, except in the thin sheaths. Its 

potential will be assuaed constant. 

. The electrons, due to their high collision frequencies, spread 

the aicrowave energy uniformly in the source. 

With these sssuaptions, the systea to solve reads: 

Mass conservation 

^ T + ^ ( n n V - " n n n e v («-D 

o n i ô , 

ôT + ̂ ( n i V " n n n e v ("-2) 
n i • iig (18 .3) 

Momentum conservation 

^ ^ + ^ < n n V S> + £ <^> " " "nVnV - "nH^O *ni ("•*> 

•agi l + i . (n, vj) + t. OSÇO). „0nevnv • n^^-v*) * (18.5) 

Vi - v e (18 .6 ) 

Energy conservation 

1 8(«jV + ô_ ^ v A ) , ? v _ E i n ^ y + ^ g ( l g 7 ) 

I 5 C £ T l ) * ^ ( I n i v i T i > - f "nneTn v + n n«i <Tn-Ti) vgj (IB.8) 

1 ÔÇn^) + ô_ ( 3 v A ) a _ 3 n ^ T n V _ ^ ( T n _ T ^ ^ ( i 8 9 ) 

where E t denotes the ionisation potential, + the plasaa potent ial , v the 

frequency of the ionization col l i s ions with neutral f v n l the corresponding 



charge-exchange frequency. 

For argon Ê  • 15.7 eV. 

The boundary conditions are two point boundary ones. At z-o, the 

neutral fluid is supposed to be injected at a given velocity and tempera

ture, the ions leaving the source at a given fraction 6c s of the acoustic 

velocity 

kTe A/2 
mi 

(19) 

At z-L, one can set either a symmetry condition or a sputtering one. The 

solution of this non linear systea is obtained by a trial and error algo

rithm using RUNGE-KUTTA method. Some results are given here. First, the 

theoretical results' obtained for argon are compared to our experimental 

results (Fig. 5): the adjustment to the experimental data gives us the 

microwave power efficiency of the source which can be estimated at 30 to 50Z 

and which is competitive. 

Some main features of the operation of our source can be drawn from 

Fig. 5. If the gas pressure is too low, the ionization coefficient is high 

but the temperature increases very quickly with the microwave power (burn

out phenomena) as soon as the cut-off density is reached. 

Te f 
(•V) 

10 

J 
10 .4 

X 

n. (cin~ 3) 

10 .12 

11 
10 

10 
10 

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 
PJL Watts /cm 3 ) 

Fis 5 - Variation» of the electronic temperature and ionic 
density with tht neutral pressure and microwave power 

Pure argon : Theory , ({fy Expérimenta (matched 
•fflcitncy 0,35 ) 
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Fig 6— Theoretical results for pure uranium 
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Fiq 7 - Theoretical results for a U - Ar mixture 
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If the source Is fed with uranium vapor at various pressures then, 

clearly, for a given pressure, an optlaua In power is found (Fig. 6). As 

the Ionization potential of uraniua is weaker than that of argon, the power 

needed and the electronic temperature are much smaller than previously. Too 

much power increases again the electronic temperature and generates multi-

charged ions. When an argon - uranium mixture is used, then as the Ioniza

tion energy of uraniua is smaller, the uraniua is quite fully ionized while 

the ionic density of argon is increasing (Fig. 7). 

As a conclusion, the main characteristics of the plasaa created in 

the source can be drawn froa this simplified model. 

4.2 - Theory off lsotoplc effect (collective plasma phenomena) 

In the earliest experiments [1], RICHARDSON used a two-plate 

excitation system to induce the wave inside the plasma which acts like a 

capacitor. Unfortunately, the dielectric constant of plasma becomes large 

near the cyclotron resonance, so that the iaposed electric oscillating field 

cannot penetrate Into the plasaa: the electrons are linked to the aagnetlc 

field while the ions move radially with the driving field. This was one of 

the reasons for the failure of the process in 1942. 

So, it is necessary to overcoae this space-charge fields. One aaln 

possibility which was discovered during the sixties and applied by TRW [2| 

and us Is to twist the space-charge electric field. As the electrons are. 

conducting axlally froa the negative to the positive regions, the shielding 

effect disappears (Fig. 8). 
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Fig 8 — Hélicoïdal antenna and space- charge 
structure 

4.2.1 - Calculation of the electric field 

The electronagnetic wave created by this type of antenna can be 

taken as coabinatlon of plane waves whose fora is 

• •¥ 

Ê - El e l u t e ~ i k , x 

where u * u> . and |k| • 15 is the wave vector, 
cl K 

(20) 

Using Maxwell equations, it is possible to derive an equation for 

the electric field E of the wave 

* * * y " * * 
V x ( V x E ) - i L . K . E - - i w n J«xt (21) 

driving tern 

The aagnetizcd plasma is here characterized by its dielectric tensor 

(STIX [4]): 

I S 10 0 | 
. | | } 1 to the «agnatic field 
K - I -ID S 0 | 

I I 
| 0 0 P | I to the «agnatic field 

(22) 
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where 

S - 1 + I A le 
i.e 2 w k l v i , e 

Z ( * " ***>«) + 2 ( * + * * , « ) 
k l v i , e k l v l , e 

P • 1 + I 
2J&« 

i.e «3 *f ,e 
1 + — £ - _ z (—!£_) 

k l v i , e k l v i , e 

(23) 

(24) 

-4 ie 
i,e 2 w k l v i , e 

Z cJLLSiil) - Z ( M " h f e i >*> 
k l v l , e k | v l f e 

where Z la the plaaaa dispersion function [6] 

z(x) - i r « ^ 

(25) 

(26) 

Pi 

w P« 
Vl.« 

C 2 L d ) 1 / 2 

n. e 2 l' 2 

eo"e 

the ionic plasaa pulsation 

the electronic plasaa pulsation 

theraal velocity of iona and electrona 

Through tha ionic and electronic plaaaa frequencies, the coaponenta 

of thia tenaor depend on the aagnetic field intensity, the denalty of 

charged particles, the aaaa and teaparaturee of different species. 

if the plaaaa la aeeuaed infinite along z, It la adequate to uae 

Fourier tranafora aethoda 

+• +• 
f(r,9,t) - |- J 4k I F(r,n,k) axp ll (n9 + kz - wt)J (27) 

Tha antenna la separated froa tha plaaaa by a vacuua region. The 

vacuua vaaaal la alao taken in account. At aach interface, tha continuity 

or the juap, for tha varioua coaponents of tha electric and aagnetic field 
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has to be written. The linear resulting system is easy to solve and the 

inverse Fourier transform allows to compute the real electric field E 

polarized in the direction of rotation of the ions. 

This calculation takes into account some of the limitations and 

effects noticed above: Landau damping, Ooppler shift and Doppler broade

ning. For an "half-turn antenna", the order of magnitude of E + must be 

about 1 V/cm (Fig. 9). Note that this antenna gives a radial profile which 

is rather constant and that the electric field E + vanishes axially outside 

of the antenna. 

Using the expression of the separation factor in ! 2.2 and summing 

over the distribution functions of the ions, it is possible to derive now a 

"mean" Larmor radius and the "geometric" separation factor. 

One can see on Fig. 10 that the resonance is very sensitive to 'he 

frequency. This frequency is slightly shifted of about - 1 KHz from the 

theoretical value derived by [3]. The gyration radii of the non-resonant 

ion are quite Insensitive to this variation of frequency. 

E*(V/m ) 

z = -0.125 m 

2 = 0.25 m 

Edge of plasma 

E*lV/m) 

1 2 3 4 r ( c m ) 
0.5 z(m) 

Fig 9 - Electric field of half-turn antenna 
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The separation factor derived are euaaarlsed in Table 2. The 

Increase of a whlth the magnetic field la due to the increase of the 

resolution of the device, as previously said. It can be seen that already 

high separation factora can be achieved in our experimental device without 

ualng repelling potentials on the rich collector. 

B (T) 
1 
1 
1 

a 

0.9 
1 
1 
1 

4.8 

1.5 
1 
1 
1 

7.2 

If we add energy selection, the theoretical value can reach aore than 30 

with a loss in the quantity of collected Materials. 

S - MSOLTS 

We give here on Fig. 11 the experlaental results corresponding to 

the computation of I 4.2 with B - 0,9 Teala. The resonant isotope is *°Cr. 

One can see a correct fit for the shift in frequency which la quite the saae 

- 1 KHz and for the width of resonance (~ 2 KHz at half-height). The 

maximum experimental value of the separation factor (2.2) la smaller than 

the theoretical one (4.8) as no pollution and Coulomb collisions have been 

taken Into account In our computation. The analysis have been done in two 

ways. The first is a local one : the rich plates are directly analyzed by 

eecondary Ionic mass spectrometry ; the second consists In dissolving chemi

cally the product and doing its analysis with a theraolonlzatlon mass 

spectrometer. The agreement la fairly good. Much higher separation factors 

have been obtain for chroalum and calcium Isotopes using repelling poten

tials on the rich collector* 
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6 - MAIM PEATU1BS AMD AITUCATIOUS 

The main feature of the ion cyclotron reaonance process remains Its 

flexibility: It la possible to change the Intensity of the eagnetlc field 

with the aaas of the Ionic specie and the Ionic cyclotron frequency f c l by 

tuning the wave generator, keeping the aaae RF-amplifier. 

The sane source can be used by just removing the material of the 

plate to be sputtered. 

Refractory metals like nolybdenua, uranium,..., have been Ionised 

In plaaaas and thus, any aetal can be aeparated by the reaonance aethod. 

Por aetals easy to vaporize such as alkaline earths, cadaiua, ..., It la 

worth using an oven heated by Joule effect. 

Therefore, Material studies have to be perforned for the collecting 

plated to avoid difficulties of input-output and purification. One can note 

here, that gases are extremely difficult to collect In thia configuration eo 

that it is not worth separating them by RCI. 

The flow rate Q is proportional to n^Vj with Vg a (M"') auch as 

Q a (M)». Thus, the RCI process is less interesting for light isotopes 

(M < 40). 

The importance of the separating factor (a ~ 5 to 30) allows the 

production of high-purity materials. As the efficiency of the source 

increaees with the size of the plasma by the way of the ionization effi

ciency, this process is well adapted for Intermediate quantities: some 

hundred grams to a thousand kilogram at a lower coat than calutrona. Thia 

flow rate la alao necessary to redeem the coat of the magnetic field. 

The cost of the magnetic field represents now about half the 

operating coat. The coming of new superconducting materials at liquid 

nitrogen temperature will change greatly this situation and lead to a 

renewal of the process. 



Some other advantages are the weak holp-up of the process, the 
possibility of separating one Isotope among the others. 

Applications 
The main characteristics of the RCI process prescribe the following 

applications: 
The RCI process Is interesting for metals located In the middle of 

Mendelelev table (M > 40) for which usually the few other separative proces
ses, that are available, are difficult and expensive to develop. Now most 
of these Isotopes concerned are produced by OAR RIDGE calutrons (or simi
lar). 

These metals can be classified following the type of applications: 
- Structural and functionnal materials for fission or fusion reac

tors 
9 0Zr, 9*Mo, 9 7 M o > 5 8 N l f 6 0 N i f 5 4 P e > 5 8 F e t 5 0 C r > L i f U f ... 

- Materials to be irradiated in reactors to produce radioisotopes 
6 Ni, 5 1Cr, ... for various applications. 

- Strategic materials mining in fission products Rh, Pt, Pd, Ru. 
- Medical, geological and biophysical applications (only if the 

quantity is sufficient). 
This list, of course, is not exhaustive. One can notice that at 

the moment, almost 47 Isotopes are not available on the market. 

7 - CONCLOSIOIt 

The versatility of this process and its performances allow it to 
replace the calutrons, since st moderate eize it costs ten to thirty times 
lata. It la well adapted to the separation of most of the existing metala. 
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